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About This Game
Cloudrift is a different kind of arcade game in which Player One and Player Two try to avoid falling from the constantly
shifting, procedurally generated cloud they find themselves on. Mysterious and powerful items fall from the sky, most of which
have a profound effect on the cloud or the players.
Cloudrift features 3 game modes:

Single Player galactic challenge.
Compete to get the highest score in the galaxy on the Steam leaderboards!

Two Player Team galactic challenge.
Compete in a local co-op team to get the highest score in the galaxy on the Steam leaderboards!

Player Vs Player.
Compete in a local head to head game, to be the last man standing over multiple rounds. Choose your tactics second by
second: aggressively try to bounce your opponent off the cloud, or concentrate on collecting items and points to
strengthen your position!
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The ViRtUaL rEaLiTy version of Cloudrift is single player only, but you can still enjoy local multiplayer when playing on the
desktop!
Cloudrift also features some of the most colourful clouds ever witnessed by the human eye, flowing hypnotic gameplay, and
absolutely no visible geese. There are many other surprises in store if you can hang around long enough to see them!
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Title: Cloudrift
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
friendlyOctopus
Publisher:
friendlyOctopus
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2015
b4d347fde0

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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emergent cloud rift
The game itself is fun and challenging but what make me keep coming back is trying to beat the high score.. Marble Madness on
steroids in VR! Finally a cool sitting experience for the Vive! 7 of 10, great game!. Cool concept where you roll Deadmau5's
head around, avoiding gaps, collecting objects, getting bigger andtiming it perfectly.. This game is simple fun. Roll a ball around
a psychadelic weather radar. Sometimes feels like a racing game, the way the cloud moves. Certainly takes some skill to score,
and the fact the game is randomly generated adds a lot.
Pros:
+Gamepad
+Random-generated levels
+Psychadelic
Cons:
-Practiced unlimited mid-air-jumping could be an exploit. Great visuals and music. Props for a unique concept. The problem is,
this game could really benefit from the standard three lives format. It you make a single error, game over... and you are kicked
back to the starting screen. I can't imagine playing this for more than a couple of minutes.. I played in VR and adored it.
Relaxing and beautiful. The soundtrack is worth the purchase price on it's own.
Online multiplayer for VR would be fun.. Love this game! Dunno why exactly, but I do...
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Relaxing but still challenging game that hits for me the perfect balance. One of my VR surprises.. This game is deceptively
hard! YOu thik you have it but you don't! You are not even close to "it". See that sweet bonus? BOOM there's a hole beneath it!
Try again noob!
12\/10- Would not jump again.. I honestly didn't think I would like this game at all. And after my first playthrough, where I
didn't know what the hell was going on, I thought for sure I would be asking for a refund. However, I kept playing and soon I
found myself mysteriously reaching a zen like state. No kidding.
At first this game seems stressful, because you're not used to the controls and it's easy to lose control of the ball quickly. Soon
you get the hang of being able to direct the ball almost anywhere you want to go. Then the game becomes a calm, soothing
experience. The in-game music really adds to that. It's simple, yet effective (gameplay + visuals + music = zen)
I really only have two complaints. My first complaint is that I wish there was a way to listen to my own music from within the
game. The in-game music is not bad, but I'd like to at least have the option to listen to my own music. My second critique is the
price point, especially the normal price, it's a little high for the amount of content. Also, pvp version needs to come to the VR
version if you're normally charging $9.99.
Sale price Rating 6\/10 when $3.59 USD or less. A truly inspiring masterpiece of a game that truly does something different for
a change, Cloudrift is a game that does almost everything right. Your goal is to stay on the cloud as long as you can, and collect
colors and other powerups that fall from the sky. The longer the game lasts, the harder it gets. It is a different experience every
time you play, and it can be very intense at times! Powerups include a castle that provides a safe haven from the chaos for a
short time, and infallible, which means you can't die while it is active. Also features some kickass music!
You can get an array of time-based modifiers to help boost your score, these range from a cloud agitator, which whips it into a
frenzy, a wind pickup, and a cloud changer that changes the cloud into a different configuration. It changes back after a short
while or if you lose your modifiers. Be warned, some of them can be fairly brutal! There are also pickups for each of the colors
you collect, which turns the entire cloud into that color. I don't know what collecting the colors actually does, if anything, other
than increase your score, but it is an interesting mechanic.
Another interesting mechanic is that you can jump multiple times in a row; however you must balance surviability with the need
to score points, as you can only score by touching the cloud. A nice touch. There are also bombs that will periodically drop and
if they aren't dealt with blow up chunks of the cloud temporarily.
Unfortunately, no game is perfect, and Cloudrift is no exception. First off, if you don't have a controller, don't bother; the game
sucks without one. Secondly, it is unfortunately local only, so if you don't have anyone else to play this with the two player
modes are pretty useless, leading to a bit of wasted potential. Also, currently there is no windowed mode, only fullscreen.
All in all, I think this game is a real gem; I never thought I'd see the day when something new actually came along that hadn't
been done to death before, and the price is right. I fully recommend Cloudrift to those who like these types of games.
EDIT: I think I've finally figured out what the colors do; as you collect them you'll notice a series of bars start to appear
alongside them, the more you collect the more bars there are. Eventually they will end in a : symbol, and collecting any more of
that particular color will not add to it further, it will only increase your score. Doing this with all three colors gives you an
infallible powerup, after which the amount resets to zero. Possibly you need more and more each time, but I haven't been able to
verify that.. Neato!
Simple, yet challenging.
Cuttlefish!
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